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 PROGRAM OVERVIEW & TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
NO PURCHASE IS NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN THIS CONTEST. A PURCHASE 
WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING. 

 
THIS CONTEST IS IN NO WAY SPONSORED, ADMINISTERED OR ENDORSED BY 
FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, LINKEDIN, PINTEREST, TIKTOK, TWITTER, OR YOUTUBE. 
 

The #TeamTorrid Virtual Casting Contest (the “Contest”) is sponsored by Torrid LLC (“Torrid” 
or “Sponsor”). The Contest is being conducted in connection with the #TeamTorrid Virtual Casting 
Call Contest (the “Program”) that is being produced by Torrid LLC (“Producer”). The Contest 
begins on May 19, 2021 and ends on June 27, 2021 (the “Contest Period”).  “You” and “your” 
refer to each person submitting an Application (as defined below) to participate in the Contest. 
 
OVERVIEW  
 
This Overview provides a general summary of the Contest.  Because this Overview only provides a 
summary, it is important to read these Official Terms and Conditions (the “Terms and Conditions”) 
carefully. By submitting an Application to participate in the Contest, you agree to all of these Terms 
and Conditions and to the interpretation of these Terms and Conditions by Torrid. Capitalized terms 
used in this Overview and not defined in this Overview have the meanings given below.  
 
As described in these Terms and Conditions in more detail, Qualifying Participants in the Contest 
will have the opportunity to compete with other Qualifying Participants for the chance to be included 
in a Torrid photo shoot and marketing campaign.  Although participating in the Contest or the photo 
shoot does not guarantee that any of the resulting photos will be used by Sponsor in any of its 
advertisements, you might receive public exposure and gain experience in modeling.  Each person 
wishing to participate in the Contest must submit the Applicant Content described below. After      
Sponsor has confirmed that such individual meets the Qualification Standards to be a Qualifying 
Participant, the individual’s Applicant Content will be used to select thirty (30) Semifinalists through 
a judging process.  Ten (10) Finalists will then be selected from among those thirty (30)      
Semifinalists through an online voting process by the public. The 10 contestants with the highest 
votes will be determined to be the ten Finalists.   

 
All thirty (30) Semifinalists will receive a $350 Torrid gift card for new clothes and are encouraged to wear 
the Torrid clothing and promote voting by posting a minimum of five (5) times on their social feeds and five 
(5) times on their social media stories from June 18-27, 2021. 

 
The ten (10) Finalists will be flown to Los Angeles, California for a photo shoot, and a chance to 
appear in a Torrid marketing campaign, as described in more detail in Finalist Prizes below.      
 

 
HOW TO APPLY TO BE A PARTICIPANT 

 
In order to be considered for selection as a Qualifying Participant, Semifinalist or Finalist, you must 
submit a fully-completed application (“Application”) to Sponsor. The Application form, and 
instructions for submitting the Application will be available at www.torrid.com/teamtorrid. All 
Applications must be received by Sponsor between 12:01 a.m. (Pacific Daylight Time) on May 19, 
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2021 and 11:59 p.m. (Pacific Daylight Time) on June 1, 2021 in order to be eligible.  No late 
submissions will be accepted.  Applicant may only submit one Application for the duration of the 
Contest.  If the Contest cannot be run as planned for any reason, including, but not limited to, 
computer viruses, tampering, technical or other problems that damage its operation or integrity, 
Sponsor and/or its appointed judges reserve the right to cancel, delay or modify the Contest.  

 
Applicant Content.  Your Application must include one (1) video (as described more fully below) 
and  five (5) photographs of you (as described more fully below) (collectively, “Applicant 
Content”).  You may not submit more than one (1) video or more than five (5) photographs.   Your 
video must be in the format as specified in the Application and may not exceed sixty (60) seconds 
in length.  The five (5) photographs must include one (1) photograph showing a front view of your 
face, one (1) photograph showing the profile of your face, one (1) photograph showing a full shot of 
your body taken from the front, one (1) photograph showing a side profile view of your full body 
and one (1) fun shot showing your personality.  Do not use the services of a professional 
photographer for any of the photographs or video needed for the Application. Torrid is looking for 
amateur photographs and videos.   
 
Your Grant of a License to the Applicant Content.  By submitting any Applicant Content as part 
of your Application, you thereby grant to Producer and Sponsor a perpetual, royalty-free, non-
exclusive, worldwide license to use, reproduce, create derivative works based on, distribute, display 
and  perform any Applicant Content (i) in and in connection with this Contest and/or Program; (ii) 
to advertise and promote the Contest, Program and Sponsor; and (iii) for such other uses as Sponsor 
may determine, in Sponsor’s sole discretion (the “License”).  Any derivative works, including any 
copyright rights therein, created by Sponsor or Producer using Applicant Content shall be owned by 
Sponsor or Producer.  To the extent the derivative works are not considered works for hire, you 
assign all rights to any derivative works to Sponsor and Producer. 
 
You also grant Producer and Sponsor a perpetual, non-exclusive, royalty free, worldwide right to 
use your name, image, likeness and voice in connection with the performance, reproduction, display, 
and promotion of your Applicant Content.  You acknowledge you are not entitled to any additional 
compensation or consideration for use of the Applicant Content. 
 
Your Representations and Warranties regarding your Application Information.  If you provide 
any information to Sponsor or Producer, whether as part of the Application or otherwise, you 
represent, warrant and agree that you shall provide only true, accurate, current and complete 
information. If any information submitted as part of the Application changes during the Contest 
Period, you agree to provide updated information to Sponsor so that the information submitted as 
part of the Application remains accurate throughout the Contest Period.  You also represent and 
warrant that you own all rights to all Applicant Content submitted as part of your Application and 
have all legal rights to grant Sponsor and Producer the License. 
 
Applications that contain false or incomplete information may be void. Applications that are late, 
lost, stolen, illegible, contain false information, are damaged, misdirected, incomplete or altered or 
that otherwise do not conform with or satisfy any or all of the conditions of these Terms and 
Conditions will be deemed void. All Applications become the property of the Sponsor upon receipt 
and none will be returned. No correspondence will be entered into except with selected entrants. 
Proof of transmission (screenshots, etc.) does not constitute proof of receipt. The sole determinant 
of time for the purposes of receipt of a valid Application in this Contest will be the Sponsor’s server. 
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PARTICIPANT ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

 

Qualifying Participant Standards.  To be eligible to be a “Qualifying Participant” in the 
Contest, you must meet all of the following criteria (collectively, “Qualifying Participant 
Standards”): 

 
(a) You must be a legal resident of Canada (residents of Quebec are ineligible) or of the 

United States (residents of Puerto Rico and U.S. territories are ineligible), and you must be at least 
18 years old and the age of majority in the province, territory or state of your residence at the start 
date of the Contest Period.  This Contest is void in Quebec, Puerto Rico, U.S. territories,      and 
where prohibited by law. 

 
(b) You may not currently be a candidate for public office and you agree that you will 

not become a candidate until the later of one (1) year after the last day of your participation on the 
Program (if you in fact appear on the Program as a Finalist) or one (1) year after your submission of 
your Application. 

 
(c) If you are selected as a Qualifying Participant, you must be willing and able to (i) 

travel to and reside in Los Angeles, California for up to one (1) week, commencing on August 23, 
2021 through August 28, 2021, or at such time otherwise scheduled by Sponsor, and (ii) while in 
Los Angeles, California, participate in photography sessions and other activities scheduled by 
Sponsor. See Finalist Prizes below for details on the travel and hotel accommodations that will be 
provided by Producer. 

 
(d) Employees of the Sponsor (and members of the immediate family of any such persons) 

are not eligible to participate and win. The term “immediate family” includes spouses, siblings, 
parents, children, grandparents, and grandchildren, whether as “in-laws,” or by current or past 
marriage(s), remarriage(s), adoption, co-habitation or other family extension, and any other persons 
residing at the same household whether or not related. 

 
(e) You must pass the Background Check described below to Sponsor’s satisfaction. 

 
(f) You may not be a professional model. Sponsor will determine on a case-by- case basis 

whether an individual represented by a modeling agency qualifies as a professional model. 
 

(g) If chosen as a Semifinalist, you will be required by Sponsor to post on Facebook and/or 
Instagram. 

 
(h) Visit Facebook.com or Instagram.com for more information or to create an account. 
 
(i) Your time spent preparing the Application and participating in the Program and/or 

Contest is voluntary and you may cease participation at any time for any reason. 
 
Producer and Sponsor reserve the right to add to or change any of the eligibility requirements, or 
any other aspect of this Contest at any time without prior notice. 

 
Background Check.  Producer and/or Sponsor will conduct a background check as described in this 
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paragraph (the “Background Check”) on all Qualifying Participants before they may be selected as 
Semifinalists.  By submitting an Application, you agree to voluntarily submit to and complete a 
Background Check, in accordance with applicable laws, and execute all documents required by 
Sponsor in connection with such Background Check; authorize Sponsor to secure information about 
you from any current or former employers, associates, family members, educational institutions, 
government agencies, credit reporting agencies, and any references you provide or that are developed 
in the course of such investigation; irrevocably authorize such parties to provide information about 
you to Sponsor; and authorize Sponsor to investigate and obtain copies of your employment records 
and governmental records, including but not limited to, any motor vehicle records, criminal records, 
and credit and/or consumer report(s).  Among other things, the Background Check will look into your 
criminal background and civil litigation history as well as your social media activity.  Background 
Checks will also look into your social media accounts, therefore such accounts must be made public 
or you must accept Sponsor’s friend requests.  You will not be eligible to win and/or be eligible to 
advance if you have been convicted of a crime.   
 

Confirmation of Qualifying Participant Status.  After Sponsor’s receipt of your complete 
Application, Sponsor will review all of the information provided by you to confirm if you are a 
Qualifying Participant.  Sponsor’s review will include the Background Check described above.  If 
Sponsor determines in its sole discretion that you do not meet all of the Qualifying Participant 
Standards described above, you will not be considered to be a Qualifying Participant and you may 
not participate in the Contest.  In addition, if Sponsor later determines that you have violated these 
Terms, including without limit the Behavior Rules described below, you may be disqualified from 
the Contest as described in Participant Dismissals, below. 

 
SELECTION OF THE SEMIFINALISTS AND FINALISTS 

 

The thirty (30) Semifinalists (“Semifinalists”) will be selected by Sponsor based on each Qualifying 
Participant’s Applicant Content.  

 
After the thirty (30) Semifinalists are selected, ten (10) Finalists will be selected through a public 
online voting process.  The ten (10) Semifinalists with the highest number of votes at the end of the 
Voting Period will be the “Finalists” , subject to final confirmation by Sponsor that each such 
individual continues to be a Qualifying Participant.  On or about June 28, 2021, Sponsor will attempt 
to notify the potential Finalist via telephone or email. If the potential Finalist cannot be contacted 
within five (5) days after the date of the first attempt to contact the Finalist, the Sponsor may select 
an alternate Finalist from the remaining qualifying, eligible entries. 

 
The number and identity of the individuals judging the Qualifying Participants and deciding the 
Finalists shall be determined, and may be changed at any time with or without notice, by Sponsor in 
its sole and absolute discretion. Sponsor reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to judge 
the Participants and select the Finalist pursuant to such criteria and/or methodology as it determines. 
 
Any Finalist unable to attend the photoshoot on the date and time as specified by Sponsor will be 
replaced by alternate(s) from the Semifinalists with the most votes in descending order.  In the event 
Sponsor determines in its sole discretion that one of the ten (10) Finalist engaged in conduct that 
Sponsor determines to be objectionable, Sponsor may replace such Finalist with an alternate from 
the Semifinalists with the most votes in descending order. 
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PARTICIPANT DISMISSALS 
 
If you violate these Terms and Conditions, including without limit the Behavior Rules described 
below, act in a dangerous or disruptive manner, or attempt to purposely sabotage any part of the 
Program or the Contest (including any recording or photography in connection with the Program or 
Contest), you may be disqualified from the Contest and the Program by Producer or Sponsor, and 
Producer and/or Sponsor may exercise any and all rights and remedies they may have against you. 
 
FINALIST PRIZES 

 
At each stage of the Contest, selection will be performed by a panel of judges, who will review the 
Qualifying Participant’s Application form, video, photographs, responses to Torrid’s questions and 
will judge using the following criteria in equal measure: 

 
o Embodies Torrid’s core values - inclusivity, authenticity, confidence, passion 
o Photogenic qualities  
o Personal story  
o Appreciates great style 

 
Each of the ten (10) Finalists will receive the Prize described in this section. The Prize consists solely 
of: economy travel for the Finalist to and from Los Angeles, California; hotel accommodations for 
3 nights for the Finalist in Los Angeles, California; $150 per diem (for three days) plus transportation 
to and from airport and the photo shoot. Total Approximate Retail Value (“ARV”) of each Prize is 
up to USD $2,800.00. Each Finalist will also receive an opportunity to participate in a Torrid photo 
shoot. Finalists are not guaranteed to have their images from the photo shoot used in any 
marketing campaign whatsoever.  Torrid may, at its sole discretion, publish and/or make use of 
any Applicant Content (including but not limited to, photographs and/or materials submitted) and/or 
any photographs, video, or any other material created during the Contest in a marketing campaign     .  
No Finalist will be entitled to any payment or compensation for participating in the photo 
shoot or the use of any Applicant Content or photographs, video or other material created by 
Sponsor or Producer during the Contest or any photo shoots.  The opportunity to participate 
in any photo shoot or any actual participation in a photo shoot will not entitle any Finalist to 
be a model for Sponsor in the future or for any period of time.   
 
Sponsor shall give each Semifinalist a $350.00 Torrid gift card which may only be used by 
Semifinalist to purchase products from Sponsor for fun content creation and Semifinalists will share 
complete Torrid looks (meaning all articles of clothing and all accessories excluding shoes in any 
content shall be products from Torrid), at least five (5) times on their social media feeds and at least 
five (5) times in their social media stories during the June 18-27, 2021 voting campaign. If no Torrid 
store  is located within a 30 mile radius of the Semifinalist,  Semifinalist will need to order online at 
Torrid.com and the cost for priority overnight shipping must be paid with the $350 gift card. In 
Canada, Semifinalists are to go to a Torrid store. No e-card options are available in Canada.   

 
Sponsor and Producer shall have the right in their sole and absolute discretion to either award or not 
award any or all of the Prizes to any Finalist and/or other Qualifying Participants/Semifinalists, or 
to substitute a new prize for any or all of the prizes. A substitution for any prize (including, without 
limitation, prizes that have already been announced) may be of any value, and neither Producer nor 
Sponsor shall have any obligation to substitute a prize with one of equal or greater value, and such 
substitution shall be deemed the Prize. 
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The Qualifying Participants, Semifinalists and Finalists shall be personally responsible for the 
payment of any and all applicable city, state, provincial, federal, foreign and/or other taxes on or 
resulting from any Prize(s) they receive.  Finalists are responsible for making all necessary 
arrangements with employers, employees, family members, and any other parties in anticipation of 
their extended absence from home and work. 

 
PRIVACY 

 
Sponsor and Producer may gather personal information provided by Applicants online for the 
purposes of conducting and managing the Contest and Program, and may, for this purpose, use 
and disclose       such personal information. 

 
By submitting an Application, you consent to the collection, use and disclosure of your personal 
information by Producer and Sponsor in accordance with Sponsor’s Privacy Policy and these Terms 
and Conditions.  Sponsor or Produce may use and disclose your personal information in connection 
with operating this Contest and/or Program or potentially for marketing purposes.   

 
 
If you do not provide Producer and/or Sponsor the requested personal information required to enter 
the Contest, you will not be eligible to participate in the Contest or Program. 

 
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

 
By submitting Applicant Content, you represent and warrant to Sponsor and Producer that: (i) you 
have the right to grant the License and other rights granted in these Terms and Conditions with 
respect to such Applicant Content; (ii) the consent of no other person, firm, corporation or other 
entity is required to enable Sponsor and/or Producer to exercise the License or other rights granted 
in these Terms and Conditions with respect to the Applicant Content; (iii) the Applicant Content is 
original and does not infringe any third party’s intellectual property rights; (iv) neither Sponsor’s 
nor Producer’s use of the Applicant Content will violate the rights of any third party; and (v) Sponsor 
and Producer have the right to use the Applicant Content free and clear of any claims for royalties 
or other compensation. 

 
LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY 

 
Sponsor, Producer and each of their respective affiliates, subsidiaries, parent corporations, and their 
respective officers, directors, shareholders, employees and agents, are not responsible for any 
incorrect or inaccurate entry information, theft, tampering, destruction, or unauthorized access to, 
or alteration of Applications; printing or other errors; and any Applications which are late, lost, 
delayed, incomplete, misdirected, stolen, mutilated, illegible, or any combination thereof. In the 
event the Contest is terminated early, a Finalist may be selected from all eligible Qualifying 
Participants at the time of termination. 

 
RELEASE OF LIABILITY/INDEMNITY 

 
By participating in the Contest or the Program, you agree to release, discharge, indemnify and hold 
harmless Sponsor, Producer and each of their respective affiliates, subsidiaries, parent corporations, 
and their officers, directors, employees, representatives and agents from and against any claims 
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made by the Finalist, Qualifying Participants, Semifinalists, other Applicants or any other third 
parties whose claims are related in any way to the operation of this Contest or the Program; your 
Applicant Content; as well as any other claims, damages or liability due to any injuries, damages or 
losses (whether alleged, threatened, or actual) to any person (including death) or property of any 
kind, including but not limited to cyber breach, resulting in  whole or in part, directly or indirectly 
from applying or participating in this Contest or the Program. 

 
DISPUTES 

 
By entering this Contest, you agree to abide by these Terms and Conditions and the decisions of 
Sponsor and/or Producer, which are final and binding in all matters pertaining to the Contest. Except 
where prohibited, by participating in this Contest, you agree that the Contest is governed by, and 
will be construed in accordance with, the laws of the State of California without giving effect to any 
choice of law or conflict of law rules or provisions that would cause the application of the laws of 
any jurisdiction other than the State of California, and the forum and venue for any dispute shall be 
in Los Angeles, California. 

 
If the controversy or claim is not otherwise resolved through direct discussions or mediation, it 
shall then be resolved by final and binding arbitration administered by the American Arbitration 
Association, in accordance with its Arbitration Rules and Procedures or subsequent versions 
thereof (“AAA Rules”). The AAA Rules for selection of an arbitrator shall be followed, except 
that the arbitrator shall be experienced and licensed to practice law in the State of California. 

 
The remedy for any claim shall be limited to actual damages, and in no event shall you or any other 
party be entitled to recover punitive, exemplary, special, incidental, indirect and consequential 
damages or any other damages (whether due to negligence or otherwise), other than for actual out-
of-pocket costs described in this Section, nor will you or any party be entitled to have damages 
multiplied or otherwise increased or to rescind this agreement or seek injunctive or any other 
equitable relief. 

 
You agree that the statute of limitations for asserting any claims shall be a period of one (1)  
year from the end date of the Contest Period or as otherwise required by applicable law. You 
agree that any and all disputes, claims, and causes of actions arising out of or connected with 
the Contest or any prize awarded shall be resolved on an individual basis and not on a class, 
and/or collective action and/or consolidated basis. Accordingly, there will be no right or 
authority for any dispute to be brought, heard or arbitrated as a class and or collective action 
or on a consolidated basis and the Arbitrator will have no authority to hear or preside over 
any such claim ("Class Action Waiver").  The Class Action Waiver shall be severable from 
this Agreement if there is a final judicial determination that the Class Action Waiver is 
invalid, unenforceable, unconscionable, void or voidable. In such instances, the class and/or 
collective action must be litigated in a civil court of competent jurisdiction—not in 
arbitration.  Regardless of anything else in this Agreement and/or the AAA Rules, or any 
amendments and/or modifications to those rules, any claim that all or part of the Class Action 
Waiver is invalid, unenforceable, unconscionable, void or voidable, may be determined only 
by a court of competent jurisdiction and not by an arbitrator.   

 
All issues and questions concerning the construction, validity, interpretation and enforceability of 
these Terms and Conditions, or the rights and obligations of you and/or Sponsor shall be governed 
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by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California without reference to conflict 
of law principles. If any provision or provisions of these Terms and Conditions shall be held to be 
invalid, illegal, unenforceable or in conflict with the law of any jurisdiction, the validity, legality 
and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not in any way be affected or impaired thereby. 

 
BEHAVIOR RULES 

 
Violation of any of the rules described in this section (the “Behavior Rules”) may result in your 
disqualification and dismissal from the Contest and the Program.  
 
You are not permitted to mention or “plug” any product or service on the Program (other than for 
Torrid), and you may not pay or accept any money or other valuable consideration (including a 
division of cash or prizes), in connection with your appearance on the Program, or authorize anyone 
else to do so.  You agree that you will immediately inform Producer if you have a personal, familial 
or work relationship with anyone working on the Program. 

 
At all times during the Contest Period, you must conduct yourself in a professional, legal and moral 
manner.  Without limiting any of the other Behavior Rules described in this section, if Sponsor or 
Producer determine in their sole discretion that your conduct at any time before or during the Contest 
Period may lead to their embarrassment or otherwise harm their respective reputations, you may be 
disqualified and dismissed from the Contest and the Program.  
 
No firearms or weapons of any sort are to be possessed or brought to any location by you at any time 
during production of the Program, any interview or live casting event, or any photo shoot. 

 
No physical violence or verbal abuse will be tolerated. Qualifying Participants shall treat each other 
and Torrid employees with respect at all times during the Contest and/or Program.   

 
You agree that you shall not negligently or willfully damage any location or any of the personal 
property of Producer or Sponsor or any of the other Qualifying Participants. 

 
No drugs or illegal substances or any use thereof (other than drugs that have been prescribed to you 
or over-the-counter medications) will be tolerated at any time or place during the entire production 
of the Program, on camera or off. This includes, without limitation, prescription drugs for which you 
do not have a valid, current written prescription from a medical doctor, and the consumption of 
alcohol if you are not of legal drinking age. Penalty for non-compliance is immediate dismissal and 
forfeiture of the Prize(s) (if applicable). 

 
YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO ABIDE BY THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND BY 
THE DECISIONS OF PRODUCER AND SPONSOR, WHICH DECISIONS SHALL BE FINAL 
AND BINDING (AND NOT SUBJECT TO CHALLENGE OR APPEAL) ON ALL MATTERS 
RELATING TO ALL ASPECTS OF THE PROGRAM AND CONTEST INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, SELECTION OF THE QUALIFYING PARTICIPANTS, SELECTION OF THE 
SEMIFINALISTS, SELECTION OF THE FINALISTS AND THE INTERPRETATION OF 
THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS. THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE AT ANY TIME FOR ANY REASON, WITH OR WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE TO THE 
QUALIFYING PARTICIPANTS. 
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PRODUCER’S OR SPONSOR’S FAILURE TO ENFORCE THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
ON ONE OCCASION, OR IN CONNECTION WITH A PARTICULAR APPLICANT OR 
QUALIFYING PARTICIPANT, SHALL NOT PRECLUDE PRODUCER OR SPONSOR LATER 
FROM ENFORCING THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON ANOTHER OCCASION OR 
WITH RESPECT TO THE SAME OR A DIFFERENT APPLICANT OR QUALIFYING 
PARTICIPANT. 

 
YOU MUST OBEY ALL FEDERAL, PROVINCIAL, STATE AND LOCAL LAWS AND 
REGULATIONS, AND YOU AGREE AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU ACCEPT FULL 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR BEHAVIOR AND ACTIONS AND WILL NOT BE 
PROTECTED BY PRODUCER OR SPONSOR FROM ANY VIOLATION OF LAW. 

 
PRODUCER OR SPONSOR RESERVE THE RIGHT TO DISQUALIFY ANY APPLICANT, 
QUALIFYING PARTICIPANT  OR FINALIST AT ANY TIME, IN PRODUCER’S SOLE AND 
ABSOLUTE DISCRETION, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, IF THE QUALIFYING 
PARTICIPANT HAS VIOLATED THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, PROVIDED ANY 
MISREPRESENTATIONS TO PRODUCER OR SPONSOR, WHETHER BY INCOMPLETELY, 
INACCURATELY OR MISLEADINGLY REPLYING OR BY FAILING TO REPLY TO ANY 
QUESTION, OR OTHERWISE, AND SUCH DISQUALIFIED APPLICANT WILL FORFEIT THE 
RIGHT TO THE PRIZE(S). ENFORCEMENT OF THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SHALL 
BE AT SPONSOR’S AND PRODUCER'S ABSOLUTE DISCRETION. ANY APPLICANT 
DISQUALIFIED OR OTHERWISE REMOVED FROM THE CONTEST OR PROGRAM MAY 
BE REPLACED BY AN ALTERNATE APPLICANT AT ANY TIME, AT THE ABSOLUTE 
DISCRETION OF SPONSOR AND PRODUCER. 

 
APPLICANT COLLUSION IS PROHIBITED AND MAY BE ILLEGAL, AND ANY 
UNAUTHORIZED COMMUNICATION AMONG APPLICANTS OR ANY OTHER THIRD 
PARTY IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. APPLICANT MUST NOTIFY PRODUCER 
IMMEDIATELY IF ANY APPLICANT ATTEMPTS TO INITIATE ANY SUCH 
COMMUNICATION WITH THEM BEFORE OR OTHERWISE DURING THE CONTEST 
PERIOD. 

 
APPLICANTS ARE NOT PERMITTED TO SHARE ANY PORTION OF A PRIZE WITH ANY 
OTHER APPLICANT. THEY MAY NOT MAKE PLANS OR AGREEMENTS, WHETHER IN 
WRITING OR ORALLY, TO DO SO. APPLICANTS WILL BE MONITORED THROUGHOUT 
THE PRODUCTION OF THE PROGRAM AND THE CONTEST PERIOD. ANY APPLICANT 
FOUND CONSPIRING OR COLLUDING WITH ANOTHER APPLICANT WILL BE 
DISQUALIFIED FROM THE PROGRAM AND MAY BE LEGALLY PROSECUTED. 

 
SPONSOR RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CHANGE, ADD TO, DELETE FROM, MODIFY OR 
AMEND THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AT ANY TIME IN ITS SOLE AND ABSOLUTE 
DISCRETION. 

 
THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SHALL SUPERSEDE ANY AGREEMENTS BETWEEN 
A QUALIFYING PARTICIPANT AND PRODUCER. 

 
FINALISTS LIST: For an Official Finalists List (available after July 7, 2021), or a copy of these 
Terms and Conditions, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Team Torrid Virtual Casting 
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Call 2021 c/o Torrid LLC, 18501 E. San Jose Avenue, City of Industry, CA 91748. All requests 
must be received by September 30, 2021. 

 
 


